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Abstract
Coupling high capacity cathode and Li metal anode with the solid-state electrolyte has been
demonstrated as an effective strategy for increasing the energy density and enhancing the safety of
rechargeable batteries. However, the limited ion conductivity of the solid-state electrolyte, the large
interfacial resistance of electrode/electrolyte, and the unconstrained dendrite growth of the Li metal
anode are still the main challenges hindering the applications of the solid-state Li-metal batteries
(SSLMB). Herein, a poly(ether-urethane) based solid-state polymer electrolyte (SPE) with self-healing
property are designed to reduce the interface impedance and achieve high performance SSLMB.
Bene�ting from the dynamic covalent disul�de bonds rearrangement and the hydrogen bonds between
urethane groups, the proposed SPE exhibits excellent interfacial self-healing ability, which can help to
constantly maintain well interfacial contact between solid-state electrolyte and cathode/anode electrodes
during the whole cycling life. By casting the designed SPE directly on the sulfur-based cathodes and Li
metal anode, it can be easily prepared the integrated solid-state electrolyte/electrode structures, and then
assembled them into full cells. As a result, the Li||Li symmetric cells achieved a long-term cycling stability
of more than 6000 h, and the solid-state Li-S batteries show prolonged cycle life of 700 times
accompanied with excellent C-rate properties. By using ultrasound imaging technology, it is proved that
the interfacial contact of the integrated solid-state electrolyte/electrode structure is much better than
traditional laminated ones. The application of the proposed interfacial self-healing SPEs and the
integrated electrodes could be easily extended to mass production of high-performance solid-state
batteries.

Introduction
Solid-state Li-metal batteries (SSLMB) have received widespread attention due to the high energy density
and safety1–3. By coupling Li-metal anode with the sulfur-based cathode, the energy density of the full
cells can be greatly enhanced4, 5. However, the complex and unstable interfacial problems of the
electrolyte and electrodes, such as the continuously polysul�de shuttling6, 7, the rapid consumption of
electrolyte and the uncontrollable dendrite growth of Li-metal8–11, 12, have seriously plagued the
commercialization of lithium-sulfur (Li-S) batteries13, 14.

Upgrading liquid electrolytes with solid-state electrolytes have been considered as an effective strategy to
fundamentally solve the inherent safety problems of Li-metal batteries15–17. Compared with inorganic
solid-state electrolytes (e.g., oxide and sul�de-type solid electrolytes, etc.) which have high ionic
conductivity and thermal stability, but are limited by severe mechanical brittleness and high
electrolyte/electrode interfacial impedance3, 18, 19, the solid-state polymer electrolytes (SPEs) are widely
studied due to the excellent mechanical �exibility and electrochemical stability20–22. As the representative
SPEs, the poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO)-based electrolytes are widely studied because of the excellent
lithium salt solvation capacity23. However, the low Li-ion conductivity caused by highly crystalline, poor
mechanical strength, as well as unsatisfactory electrochemical stability, have restrict their further
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application24–26. In fact, it has been greatly exaggerated that just relying on the �exibility of an all-solid-
state polymer electrolyte could totally solve the interface contact problem in SSLAM24, 27. When the large
interfacial ionic transfer barrier between the solid-state polymer electrolyte and porous electrode was
despised, the true ionic conductivity of the polymer electrolyte cannot be fully utilized28, 29. The in-situ
polymerization strategy has been proved to be an effective method to solve the interface problem of
SPEs30–32. However, most of the in-situ polymerization reactions are limited by the few choices of the
monomer types, and the degree of polymerization is uncontrollable, leading to a gel-state or semi-solid-
state of the �nial products33–35. How to promote the ionic conductivity and construct e�cient interfacial
ion transport path through ingenious molecular structure remain serious challenges in the �eld of
SSLMB.

Herein, we propose a new class of poly(ether-urethane) based SPEs for constructing integrated SSLMB
and achieving excellent electrochemical performance. The abundant ether oxygen (EO − Li+) and carbonyl
oxygen functional groups in the structure promote the dissociation of lithium salts and improve the ionic
conductivity. More importantly, during the whole life cycle, the dynamic covalent disul�de bonds and the
hydrogen bonds between urethane groups can provide excellent interfacial self-healing capabilities to
repair the solid/solid interfacial defects. The ultrasound imaging results show that the interfacial contact
of the integrated solid-state electrolyte/electrode structure is much better than traditional laminated ones.
As a result, the enhanced interface contact enables the SPAN cathode delivering an extremely long
cycling stabilities (93% capacity retention after 700 cycles at 0.3 C) and high rate performance (560 mAh
gSPAN

−1 at 1 C). When matched with the sulfur/carbon black cathode (S@CB), the solid-state Li-S battery

can be cycled over 350 times with a high capacity retention of 812 mAh gS
−1.

Results and Discussion

Structure design of SPEs and integrated SSLMB
Poly(ether-urethane) based polymer is usually formed by stepwise polymerization of polyalcohols and
polyisocyanates, the repeat functional group of urethano (-NH-COO-) is formed in the main PU
framework36–38. Polytetrahydrofuran (PTMG) backbone with low molecular weight (2000 g mol− 1) and
ether-oxygen structure were chosen as the soft segments to dissociate and conduct lithium-ion (Li+)39.
The terminal hydroxyl of PTMG can easily react with hexamethylene diisocyanate (HDI) to generate the -
NH-COO- (Fig. 1a). On this basis the poly(ether-urethane) with self-healing character (PTMG-HDI-BHDS)
was further synthesized by introducing 2-hydroxyethyl disul�de (BHDS) as chain extender, the hydroxyl of
the BHDS was further polymerizated with the excess -N = C = O. The repeated reaction nodes of -NH-COO-
in the polymer chain are able to form a rich hydrogen bond network40, 41. What's more, by introducing
dynamic disul�de bond with low bond dissociation energy into poly(ether-urethane) material, the
rearrangement of disul�de bond can be realized dynamically at low temperature without external
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stimulation, so that the rapid self-healing property of PTMG-HDI-BHDS at room temperature can be
achieved (Fig. 1b)42–45.

In order to show the two completely different battery preparation technology more vividly, the structure of
laminated battery and integrated battery from a 3D perspective were compared. By using laminated
assembly method, the traditional reported solid-state lithium metal batteries (SSLMB) always show high
interface impedance due to the uneven interface and the existence of pore gaps. The dual-integrated
strategy of the SSLMB was constructed by using interfacial self-healing SPE (Fig. 1d), the integrated
cathode (S@SPE) and integrated anode (Li@SPE) are prepared by pre-impregnation coating method.
During the process of solvent volatilization and solidi�cation, the poor contact at the interface of
electrolyte/electrode interface are welded together without any gaps, and �nally, the self-healing disul�de
bond and hydrogen bond at the electrolyte/electrolyte interface is used to solve the multiple interfaces
contact problem, which have been plagued in SSLMB for a long time46.

Materials fabrication and characterization of SPEs
Both of PTMG-HDI and PTMG-HDI-BHDS solutions showed the characteristics of uniform and
transparent gel state (Fig. 2a). The difference is that the wall hanging time of PTMG-HDI-BHDS is
signi�cantly longer than that of PTMG-HDI, that is because the molecular weight and viscosity of the
PTMG-HDI-BHDS were further increased by the introduction of chain extender. The real-time
polymerization process of PTMG-HDI-BHDS is traced to measure the average molecular weight (Mn) and
viscosity (η) by using gel permeation chromatography (GPC). As shown in the Fig. 2b, the viscosity
increases synchronously with the molecular weight during the reaction time for 8 h at 40 oC, the Mn and η

were �nally increased to 7.3 x 104 g mol-1 and 1.3 x 104 cps, respectively.

The homogeneous solution of PTMG-HDI-BHDS was further casted on a polytetra�uoroethylene plate, an
optically transparent PTMG-HDI-BHDS �lm was obtained after the solvent evaporation process
(Supplementary Fig. 1). Compared with PEO and PTMG-HDI, the scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
images showed that the surface of the as-obtained PTMG-HDI-BHDS �lm is highly dense and smooth
(Supplementary Fig. 2). The crystalline status of the polymers and PTMG-HDI-BHDS/LiFSI electrolyte
were analyzed by XRD (Fig. 2c). PEO presented two strong crystal characteristic peaks at about 19.5° and
23.6°. After polymer chain of PTMG-HDI was extended with BHDS, the peak intensities of PTMG-HDI-
BHDS and PTMG-HDI-BHDS/LiFSI were obviously reduced, the decreased crystallinity and increased
amorphous regions are conducive to improve the Li+ mobility and enhance the ionic conductivity47.

The mechanical properties of the as-obtained polymers were compared by characterizing their stress-
strain behavior. As shown in the Fig. 2d and 2e, the break strength and ultimate elongation of PTMG-HDI-
BHDS were observed to be 88.3 MPa and 2000%, respectively, which were signi�cantly higher than those
of PEO (17.8 MPa) and PTMG-HDI (31.2 MPa) (Supplementary Fig. 3)48–50. The result should be
attributed to the abundant hydrogen bond network and the increased of molecular weight by the chain
extender, indicating that the PTMG-HDI-BHDS electrolyte can theoretically act as mechanical barriers for
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suppressing Li dendrites growth51. The self-healing abilities of PTMG-HDI-BHDS were evaluated vividly
by using arti�cially stained method (Fig. 2f and Supplementary Fig. 4), rhodamine B was added into the
colorless PTMG-HDI-BHDS solution to obtain the red �lm. It was noted that the different colors of PTMG-
HDI-BHDS �lms completely merged into an integral block, and the self-healing interfaces were strong
enough to withstand a tensile force along the direction vertical to the cut surface. Furthermore, the self-
healing behavior was also con�rmed by the observation of the PTMG-HDI-BHDS �lm after scratched with
a scalpel. The optical microscope images showed that the scratches had almost completely disappeared
after healing at 30 oC (Supplementary Fig. 5). The resulting characteristic functional groups were
investigated by Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) (Fig. 2g). The represented strong
stretching vibration peak of C-O-C were appeared around 1102 cm− 1, the urethane groups (-NH stretching
at 3325 cm− 1 and C = O stretching at 1719 cm− 1) and disul�de bond (around 635 cm− 1) can be clearly
observed after the polymerization, suggesting the successful synthesis of PTMG-HDI-BHDS. The peak of -
C = O group is obviously split into two peaks, one of which is blue shifted to around 1680 cm− 1 due to the
formation of the strong hydrogen bonds between -NH-COO- (Fig. 2g and Supplementary Fig. 6).

1H NMR spectra were recorded by using CDCl3 as a solvent to elucidate the structural composition of the
PTMG-HDI and PTMG-HDI-BHDS (Fig. 2h and Supplementary Fig. 7). The strong signal chemical shift at
3.43 and 1.63 ppm is assigned to the H on dominant group -O-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH2-O- in PTMG. The integral
area ratio of 1:1:1 of the chemical shift at 3.17, 1.51 and 1.35 ppm was matched well with the repeating
unit structure of HDI (Supplementary Fig. 8). The integral area ratio of 1:1 of the chemical shift at 4.08
and 2.94 ppm in PTMG-HDI-BHDS matched well with the -CH2-CH2-S- in BHDS (Fig. 2h), implying that the
chain extender was successfully introduced in the polymer framework.

High resolution X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of C 1s, N1s and survey spectrum were displayed
in Fig. 2i-j and Supplementary Fig. 9. The strength of N1s peak in PTMG-HDI-BHDS was signi�cantly
higher than that in PTMG-HDI, and a new peak of disul�de bond (163.4 eV) was emerging, indicating that
the reaction of chain extender further increased with the urethane content. The C1s spectrum (Fig. 2j) can
be deconvoluted into C-C (284.8 eV), C-O-C (286.2 eV), and C = O (288.9 eV), respectively, agreeing well
with the molecular structure of PTMG-HDI-BHDS (Fig. 2h).

Electrochemical characterization of the SPEs
The Li+ conductivity properties of different SPEs from 25 to 80 oC were presented in Fig. 3a and
Supplementary Fig. 10. With a weight ratio of polymer : LiFSI = 2 : 1, the dual-integrated SS|PTMG-HDI-
BHDS|SS (SS stands for sheet steel) cell was assembled by �tting two integrated SS@SPE together, the
total thickness of the bonded SPE was about 200 µm to reduce the measurement error (Supplementary
Fig. 11). The PTMG-HDI-BHDS/LiFSI (2.4 × 10− 4 S cm− 1) exhibited a signi�cantly higher ionic
conductivity than the PEO/LiFSI (1.2 × 10− 5 S cm− 1) and PTMG-HDI/LiFSI (6.5 × 10− 5 S cm− 1) at 30 oC,
indicating that the strong interface self-healing and adhesion properties can signi�cantly decrease the
interfacial impedance between the SS@SPEs, and the amorphous polymer skeleton could construct fast
Li+ transport paths. The ionic conductivities at different temperatures were presented in Fig. 3b, the lower
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activation energy of PTMG-HDI-BHDS/LiFSI (Ea = 0.30 eV) in the Arrhenius plots re�ected a lower Li+

migration barrier than that of PTMG-HDI/LiFSI and PEO/LiFSI, this is helpful to improve the rate
performance of the battery.

Raman spectra was used to further evaluate the dissociation capabilities of LiFSI in the SPEs52. the
peaks of S − N−S of FSI− located at 721, 744 and 773 cm− 1 can be divided into free FSI− ions (completely
dissolved in water), contact ion pairs (CIP), and undissociated LiFSI, respectively (Fig. 3c,). The solvation
structures of LiFSI in three SPEs were differentiate by comparing the integral percentage of each peak
area. The PEO/LiFSI showed a dominating mount of CIPs and very limited free FSI− because of the
relatively weak dissociation capacity of PEO47. In stark contrast, the S − N−S peak in PTMG-HDI-
BHDS/LiFSI underwent a signi�cant shift to 721 cm− 1, the proportions of free FSI− went up from 68.5%
(PTMG-HDI/LiFSI) to 95.2% (PTMG-HDI-BHDS/LiFSI), indicating that the low crystallinity of PTMG-HDI-
BHDS contributed to a high degree dissociation of FSI−. The LUMO energy of the repeating units in PTMG
(1.35 eV) is signi�cantly higher than that of the PEO repeating units (0.64 eV), indicating stronger
electrochemical compatibility of the PTMG-HDI-BHDS with Li anode (Fig. 3d)53. High binding energy of
PTMG (△EPTMG = -0.83 eV) with Li+ than that of PEO (△EPEO = -0.75 eV) promoted the PTMG-HDI-BHDS

thermodynamically coordinating with Li+, this result was bene�cial to the solvation and dissociation of
Li+.

As shown in Fig. 3e, the linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) curves of asymmetrical cells indicated that
PTMG-HDI-BHDS/LiFSI displayed a more wide electrochemical voltage above 5.0 V when compared with
PEO (3.8 V) and PTMG-HDI (4.1 V), the improved interfacial electrochemistry stability of PTMG-HDI-
BHDS/LiFSI is attributed to the adjacent electro-pumping group of urethano, effectively suppressing the
decomposition of circumjacent E-O segments. Besides, an exceptionally high Li+ transference number
(tLi

+ = 0.81) of PTMG-HDI-BHDS/LiFSI can inhibit the formation of space charge near Li anode and
further reduce the dendrite formation under high current density (Fig. 3f).

Electrochemical stability of the Li|SPEs|Li symmetric cells
Ultrasound imaging technology has been proved to be a powerful tool to evaluate the quality of
interfacial contacts and side reactions due to the high sensitivity to gas/vacuum54, 55. The peak-peak
amplitude values (PPV) between the recorded maximum and minimum signal are converted into different
colors ranging from blue to red to create the ultrasonic image. Ultrasonic imaging was carried out during
the galvanostatic cycling of the Li|SPEs|Li pouch cells at 0.2 mA cm− 2 (Fig. 4a-4f and Supplementary
Fig. 12). A large blue area appeared around the surrounding edges of the laminated Li|PEO|Li pouch cells
and then the area expanded rapidly with cycling, the PPV decreased from 0.11 to 0.06 V, this
phenomenon was caused by the invalid interface contact and sustaining Li dendrite growth (Fig. 4a-4c
and Supplementary Fig. 13). In stark contrast, the integrated Li@SPE was prepared by coating electrolyte
solution onto Li anode and dried in the argon-�lled glove box (Supplementary Fig. 14). By sticking the two
Li@SPE together, the overpotential of the dual-integrated Li|PTMG-HDI-BHDS|Li pouch cell gradually
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decreased �rst and then remained stable during the �rst 10 cycles (Supplementary Fig. 15). The
ultrasonic images showed a gradual increase PPV from 0.57 to 0.62 V, along with a gradual change in
color from green to yellow, indicating that the interfaces of integrated Li@SPE can be completely self-
healed together by dynamic disul�de bonds and hydrogen bonds, promoting the formation of the stable
and dense SEI �lm (Fig. 4d-4f).

According to the above conclusions, Li|SPEs|Li symmetric coin cells were assembled comparatively to
investigate the long-term cycling stability and rate performance (Fig. 4g and Supplementary Fig. 16). The
Li|PTMG-HDI-BHDS|Li cell assembled by two Li@SPE exhibited an outstanding stable voltage hysteresis
for more than 6000 h (3000 cycles) under a current density of 0.2 mA cm− 2, indicating an excellent good
interfacial compatibility and electrochemical stability, better than many of the reported SPEs
(Supplementary Table 1). The rate capabilities of the integrated Li|PTMG-HDI-BHDS|Li cells were further
tested by cycling from 0.1 to 1.0 mA cm− 2 with an areal capacity from 0.5 to 5.0 mAh cm− 2 (Fig. 4h). The
lowest overpotentials of 49, 74, 113, 172, 233, and 262 mV were obtained at the current densities of 0.1,
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 mA cm− 2, this is mainly due to the high ionic conductivity and stable self-healing
interface formed in the cell. In sharp contrast, the Li|PEO|Li and Li|PTMG-HDI|Li cells showed an abrupt
failure under a current density of 0.4 mA cm− 2. The uniform morphology of the Li deposition layer can be
achieved even at a high rate test in Li|PTMG-HDI-BHDS|Li cells. In comparison, irregular dendrite-like
domains were observed on the surface of Li anodes with PEO/LiFSI and PTMG-HDI/LiFSI in the top view
and cross-sectional SEM images (Supplementary Fig. 17 and Supplementary Fig. 18).

XPS was performed by Ar+ sputtering for 0, 50, 100 and 200 s on the Li anode after the rate performance
test, further investigating the chemical compositions of the SEI layers. As shown in Fig. 4i and 4j, high
concentration of organic C-F (72%) at 688.1 eV with less inorganic Li-F (28%) at 685.0 eV in the F1s
spectra was observed in Li|PEO|Li. With the increase of etching depth, the content of organic was
obviously higher than that in Li|PTMG-HDI-BHDS|Li due to the continuous decomposition of the unstable
electrolyte. The non-uniform organic-inorganic compositions also induced a highly inhomogeneous
stress and strain when the electrode volumetric expanded during cycling. Consequently, the repeated
breaking and reforming of SEI leaded to a low Coulombic e�ciency and poor stability. For the Li anode
cycled with PTMG-HDI-BHDS/LiFSI, a small quantity of C-F (6%) and a signi�cantly high content of Li-F
(94%) were observed before etching, this phenomenon became more obvious during the deep etching. As
previously reported, LiF is considered as an excellent electronic insulator with high interfacial energy for
Li+, which could promote migration of Li+ through the SEI and stabilize the interface of Li anode30, 56–58.
This result suggests that the decomposition of the polymer electrolyte is well suppressed and the
decomposition of LiFSI contributes greatly to the formation of SEI.

Electrochemical Performance of the solid-state Li-S
batteries
The solution of PTMG-HDI-BHDS/LiFSI exhibited favorable wettability toward anode/cathode
(Supplementary Fig. 19). The precursor solutions were further su�ciently in�ltrated into the porous S
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cathodes, the integrated SPAN@SPE and Li@SPE were formed simultaneously after the solvent
evaporation (Supplementary Fig. 20 and Supplementary Fig. 21). The SPAN|PTMG-HDI-BHDS|Li cells
were assembled by simply �tting the integrated SPAN@SPE with Li@SPE together. As shown in Fig. 5a
and Supplementary Fig. 22, after activation at 0.05 C (1 C = 1000 mAh gSPAN

−1) between 1.0 and 3.0 V,

SPAN|PTMG-HDI-BHDS|Li delivered an initial discharge capacity of 602 mAh gSPAN
−1 at 0.3 C. After 400

cycles, the discharge capacities of 606, 180, and 124 mAh gSPAN
−1 were maintained for the SPAN|PTMG-

HDI-BHDS|Li, SPAN|PTMG-HDI |Li, and SPAN|PEO|Li cells, accounting for ~ 100%, 31%, and 30% of their
initial capacities at 0.3 C, respectively. A reversible discharge capacity of 560 mAh gSPAN

−1 with a
Coulombic e�ciency above 99% was still retained after 700 cycles by using PTMG-HDI-BHDS electrolyte.
The high cycling stability (93% capacity retention) are signi�cantly superior to most solid-state Li-S
batteries reported so far (Supplementary Table 2). The rate performance of the integrated SPAN|SPEs|Li
cell was further evaluated at different current densities ranging from 0.1 to 1.0 C (Fig. 5b and 5c). The
discharge capacities of SPAN|PTMG-HDI-BHDS|Li cell from 0.1 to 1.0 C were 641, 611, 594, 588, 582, 576,
570, 563, and 557 mAh gSPAN

−1, respectively. When the current density was switched back to 0.1 C, a high
discharge capacity was recovered and maintained for the next 200 cycles, which was signi�cantly better
than those of the laminated SPAN|PEO|Li and integrated SPAN|PTMG-HDI|Li cells at all tested rates.

The cycling performance of the S|PTMG-HDI-BHDS|Li pouch cell was further investigated. The digital
image showed that the cell battery can normally power LED lamps under room temperature (Fig. 5d,
Supplementary Fig. 23 and Supplementary Fig. 24). The total discharge capacity in the �rst cycle was as
high as 216 mAh (611.8 mAh gSPAN

−1) at 0.3 C, the cell exhibited a discharge capacity of 561 mAh

gSPAN
−1 with 91.7% capacity retention after 250 cycles.

To demonstrate the application feasibility of the PTMG-HDI-BHDS/LiFSI to simultaneously overcome the
polysul�de shuttling and Li dendrite issues, S-based cathode (S@CB) was prepared by using commercial
carbon black (CB) as the sulfur host, which is well known for its signi�cant capacity attenuation in liquid
electrolyte11. The capacities and cycling stabilities of the Li-S cells with 2.0 mg cm− 2 of sulfur were
evaluated at a current density of 0.3 C (1 C = 1675 mA gS

−1) and the speci�c capacities were calculated
based on the weight of sulfur. All the cells were �rst activated at 0.05 C for one cycle (Fig. 5e). The
laminated S@CB|PEO|Li and integrated S@CB|PTMG-HDI|Li cells exhibited a capacity of 282 and 483
mAh gS

−1 with 43.0% and 57.4% capacity retention after 350 cycles, respectively. The poor cycling
stabilities of these two cells are mainly caused by ineffective interface contact and low ionic conductivity.
The shuttling effects remained a serious problem in PEO-based electrolytes because of the similar
molecular structure to ether-based electrolyte59. The SPAN|PTMG-HDI-BHDS|Li cell after activation
showed the highest initial capacity (962 mAh gS

−1), a reversible capacity of 812 mAh gS
−1 (ca. 1.6 mAh

cm− 2) was still retained with 84.4% capacity retention after 350 cycles at 0.3 C (Supplementary Fig. 25).
The PTMG-HDI-BHDS/LiFSI with relatively low concentration of ether-oxygen structure can effectively
suppress the shuttling of polysul�des, agreeing well with the high capacity retention.
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Mechanism analysis of the stable interfaces in solid-state
pouch cells
In order to prove the concept of dual-integrated electrodes to construct interfacial self-healing solid-state
Li-S batteries, the cross-sectional SEM images and EDS mapping of pouch cells indicated that
SPAN@SPE and Li@SPE layers were well integrated without any visible delamination (Fig. 6a-6c). PTMG-
HDI-BHDS/LiFSI was served as both electrolyte and Li+ conductor binder in the SPAN@SPE, S element is
mainly derived from SPAN and LiFSI, LiFSI is distributed in both the SPAN@SPE layer and the Li@SPE
layer, providing rich channels for the transmission of Li+ ions4. The self-healing interface can be clearly
observed in the enlarged SEM image (Fig. 6d), visually illustrating the 3D interpenetrating Li+ channel
between SPAN@SPE and Li@SPE. This ingenious strategy would sharply reduce the interfacial contact
resistance and realize the rapid transmission of Li+ (Supplementary Fig. 26).

Figure 6e illustrated the assembly process of the laminated SPAN|PEO|Li pouch cell, compared with the
soft Li anode, the porous cathode faced more severe interfacial problems, this contrast was further
evaluated by the ultrasonic imaging. The region of the Al-plastic �lm appears red with a PPV of 0.89 V,
when the SPAN|PEO|Li was assembled by using the laminated strategy, the poor contact at the PEO/LiFSI
interface can dramatically decrease the ultrasonic signal, resulting in an obvious large area of dark blue
ultrasonic image with a PPV of 0.05 V (Fig. 6e and 6f). In subsequent cycles, the blue area gradually
expanded to the entire cell area due to continuous uneven deposition of Li. In stark contrast, the region of
the integrated SPAN|PTMG-HDI-BHDS|Li appeared uniform green color in the initial state, a gradual
increase of PPV from 0.58 to 0.65 V in the next 50 cycles, along with change in color from green to yellow
(Fig. 6g and 6h), indicating a gradually better contact interface in SPAN|PTMG-HDI-BHDS|Li cell during
the cycling.

Conclusions
In summary, we developed a facile route to construct poly(ether-urethane) based electrolyte with self-
healing properties, which can be casted directly on the electrode �lms to construct the integrated solid-
state electrode/electrolyte. Bene�t from the dynamic covalent disul�de bonds rearrangement and the
hydrogen bonds between urethane groups, the interface of two integrated electrodes can be self-healed to
solve the problem of multiple interface contact in SSLMB. The constructed SPEs delivered robust
mechanical strength, excellent ion conductivity, high Li+ transference number, and broadened
electrochemical stability window. The long-term cycling stability of Li|PTMG-HDI-BHDS|Li symmetric cells
were investigated for more than 6000 h. Remarkably, the enhanced interface contact enabled the SPAN
and S@CB cathodes delivering an extremely long cycling stabilities and high capacity retention. The
integrated SSLMB constructed by self-healing SPEs based on dynamic disul�de bonds opens a new
promising approach for constructing high-performance SSLMB.

Methods
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Preparation of PTMG-HDI
The PTMG-HDI was synthesized based on a condensation reaction of PTMG with HDI. Brie�y, 2.5 g
PTMG and 250 µL HDI were dissolved in 5 mL CH2Cl2. 5 µL DBTDL was added to the solution as a

reaction catalyst. The mixture was stirred at 40 oC for 3 h in an N2-�lled glove box. Then 5 mL DMAc was
added into the reaction mixture every 2 h for 3 times and stirred for 12 h. Finally, a transparent PTMG-HDI
solution was obtained.

Preparation of PTMG-HDI-BHDS
The synthesis of PTMG-HDI-BHDS is based on the introduction of chain extender BHDS into the reaction
of PTMG-HDI. Brie�y, 2.5 g PTMG, 500 µL HDI and 5 µL DBTDL were dissolved in 5 mL CH2Cl2 and stirred

at 40 oC for 1 h, then 200 µL BHDS was added into above reaction solution. Subsequently, 5 mL DMAc
was added into the reaction mixture every 2 h for 3 times and stirred for 12 h to obtain the PTMG-HDI-
BHDS solution.

Preparation of PEO/LiFSI, PTMG-HDI/LiFSI and PTMG-HDI-
BHDS/LiFSI electrolytes
The poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO, Mw = 6 × 106 g mol− 1) and lithium bis(�uorosulfonyl)imide (LiFSI) with a
mass ratio of 2 : 1 were dissolved into acetonitrile to form a uniform PEO/LiFSI solution. The PTMG-HDI
and PTMG-HDI-BHDS polymer solutions were mixed with LiFSI in the dimethylacetamide (DMAc) solvent
with a mass ratio of 2 : 1 and stirred for 3 h. These viscous solutions were degassed in vacuum
environment and casted into a Te�on mold, then dried in a vacuum oven at 65°C for 48 h to obtain the
PEO/LiFSI, PTMG-HDI/LiFSI and PTMG-HDI-BHDS/LiFSI electrolytes.

Preparation of the SPAN and S@CB
SPAN was synthesized according to a modi�ed method previously reported60. 1.0 g polyacrylonitrile
(PAN) and 3.5 g S powder were mixing uniformity in 10 mL ethanol by high-energy ball milling for 4 h.
Then the SPAN with a sulfur content of 45.0 wt% was obtained by heated composite at 300 oC for 450
minutes in N2 atmosphere. The S@CB composite with a sulfur content of 80 wt% was prepared by the

melt diffusion method11.

Electrochemical Characterizations
For electrode fabrication, the cathode slurry was obtained by mixing the SPAN or S@CB, CB, SPEs and
PVDF with a weight ratio of 80 : 10 : 5 : 5 in DMAc. The as-obtained slurry was then coated onto carbon-
coated Al foil, dried at 65 oC in vacuum with a mass loading of 2.0 ~ 2.2 mg cm− 2 SPAN or sulfur. The
integrated cathode@SPEs and Li@SPEs were prepared by cast aforesaid polymer electrolyte solutions
onto the cathodes and drying in vacuum at 65 oC for 48 h. For the pouch cells, the integration cathode
and anode were punched into rectangle with 50 mm × 60 mm. All the components were assembled in an
argon-�lled glove box (H2O < 0.1 ppm and O2 < 0.1 ppm). A CHI760E electrochemical workstation was
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used for the tests of the intrinsic electrochemical properties. The galvanostatic measurements tests for
coin-type and pouch-type cells were conducted on the NEWARE battery test instrument within a cutoff
voltage window of 1.0 ~ 3.0 V.
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Figure 1

Schematic illustration of the polymer electrolyte structure and the structural comparison of solid-state Li-
S batteries. a Chemical structure of the PTMG-HDI and PTMG-HDI-BHDS. b Schematic structure of the
dynamic covalent disul�de bond and hydrogen bond in PTMG-HDI-BHDS. c The structure of conventional
laminated solid-state battery. d The structure of integrated electrode/electrolyte and the solid-state Li-S
battery.
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Figure 2

Structural characterization of polymer electrolytes. a Viscosity contrast optical photographs of the PTMG-
HDI and PTMG-HDI-BHDS after polymerization. b Variation processes of molecular weight (red point) and
viscosity (blue point) during polymerization process. c XRD patterns of the polymers and PTMG-HDI-
BHDS/LiFSI. d The stress-strain curves of the polymers. e Photographs of the stress-strain measurement
of PTMG-HDI-BHDS. f, The interfacial self-healing process of PTMG-HDI-BHDS. g ATR-FTIR spectra of the
PTMG-HDI and PTMG-HDI-BHDS. h 1H NMR spectrum of the PTMG-HDI-BHDS in CDCl3 (500 MHz). i The
comparison of XPS survey spectrums. j C 1s spectra of the PTMG-HDI-BHDS.
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Figure 3

Electrochemical characterization of the SPEs. a ElS measurements of the PTMG-HDI-BHDS/LiFSI at
different temperatures. b Temperature-dependent ionic conductivities of the SPEs. c Raman spectra and
the corresponding �tting curves of the S-N-S stretching vibrational mode in the SPEs. d Calculated
LUMOs of PEO and PTMG and their binding energy with Li+. e Linear scan voltammetry curves of the
SPEs. f Chronoamperometry curve and AC impedance spectra before and after polarization of Li|PTMG-
HDI-BHDS|Li symmetric cell.
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Figure 4

Electrochemical stability of the Li|SPEs|Li symmetric cells. a The internal structure of the Li|PEO|Li pouch
cell. b, c Ultrasonic transmission images of the Li|PEO|Li pouch cell during the �rst 20 cycles (b) and the
corresponding ultrasonic waves (c). d The internal structure of the Li|PTMG-HDI-BHDS|Li pouch cell. e, f
Ultrasonic transmission images of the Li|PTMG-HDI-BHDS|Li pouch cell during the �rst 20 cycles (e) and
the corresponding ultrasonic waves (f). g Galvanostatic cycling of the Li|PTMG-HDI-BHDS|Li coin cells at
the current density of 0.2 mA cm−2. Inset: Representative voltage pro�les. h Rate capabilities of the
Li|SPEs|Li symmetric cells. i, j Depth-pro�led XPS of the cycled Li anodes in (i) Li|PEO|Li and (j) Li|PTMG-
HDI-BHDS|Li cells.
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Figure 5

Electrochemical Performance of the solid-state Li-S batteries. a Long-term cycling performance of the
SPAN|SPEs|Li at 0.3 C. b Charge/discharge curves of the SPAN|SPEs|Li cell at various rates. c Rate
performances of SPAN|SPEs|Li cells. d Cycling performance and optical images (inset) of the as-
fabricated SPAN|SPEs|Li pouch cell. e Cycling performance of the S@CB|SPEs|Li at 0.3 C. All the tests
were performed at 30 oC.
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Figure 6

Stable sulfur-cathode|electrolyte|Li-anode interfaces of solid-state Li-S batteries evaluated in pouch cells.
a Optical photographs of the integrated pouch battery. b, c The cross-sectional SEM image (b) and the
corresponding EDS image (c) of integrated SPAN|PTMG-HDI-BHDS|Li cells. d The magni�cation SEM
image of the self-healing interface. e The structure of the SPAN|PEO|Li pouch cell. fIn situ ultrasonic
transmission images of the SPAN|PEO|Li pouch cell during the �rst 50 cycles. g The structure of the
SPAN|PTMG-HDI-BHDS|Li pouchcell. h In situ ultrasonic transmission images of the SPAN|PTMG-HDI-
BHDS|Li pouch cell during the �rst 50 cycles.
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